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he decided to write about one old man and visualized that old
man as his own grandfather.
by Ken McWilliams
The song was named, "My Grandfather's Clock." It sold
Over the past few years, this old song has popped
over a million copies of sheet music. In 1876 it was one of the
up many times in conversations around the chapter. Everyone
two most popular songs in America; the other being, "I'll Take
remembers it but none could get past the first verse. Virginia
You Home Kathleen."
Norwood gave a pretty good rendition of it at a workshop
The song, "My Grandfather's Clock," became very
several years ago. I filed it away in the
well known, but perhaps even better known
First Verse
back of my mind to research it and find
than the tune, is the name for that type of
the complete lyrics and the story My grand-father's clock was too large for the shelf, clock. Before Henry Clay Work named the
so it stood ninety years on the floor.
behind the song. But, like so many of
tall standing clock in his song
It was taller by half than the old man himself,
the items on my mental to-do list, it just
"Grandfather's Clock", those types of
though it weighed not a pennyweight more.
kept getting re-filed. Then, at a mart
clocks were known as case clocks, coffin
It
was
bought on the morn of the day he was born,
someone mentioned it again and I
clocks, standing clocks, upright clocks,
and was always his treasure and pride;
decided it was time to do it.
long clocks, etc. It was only after the song
But
it stopped, short, never to go again
So, here are the lyrics and story
was
written that they became known as
When the old man died.
behind "My Grandfather’s Clock."
“Grandfather
Clocks.”
Chorus
In Piercebridge England, in north
Henry
Clay Work was born in
Ninety years, without slumbering (tick, toc, tick, toc)
Yorkshire, stood an old hotel called the
Middletown,
Connecticut
on October 1,
His life seconds numbering (tick, toc, tick, toc)
George Hotel. It was a rest stop for
1832.
During
his
life
he
wrote
numerous
It stopped, short, never to go again
weary travelers and was run by two
popular
American
tunes,
many
during
the
When the old man died.
Jenkins brothers. In the lobby of the
Civil War period of the United States.
Second Verse
hotel was an old floor clock. The clock
Among his tunes are "Marching Through
In watching its pendulum swing to and fro,
kept perfect time and locals would stop
Georgia" and the nineteenth century hit,
Many hours had he spend while a boy;
by to set their watches. This was And in childhood and man-hood the clock seemed to "The Ship That Never Returned." This song
uncommon, since clocks in those days
know and to share both his grief and his joy.
inspired re-working of the lyrics in "The
were generally not noted for their For it struck twenty four when he entered at the door, Train That Never Returned," which inspired
accuracy. It kept perfect time that is,
With a blooming and beautiful bride.
"The Wreck of the Old '97," a popular piece
until one of the old Jenkins brothers
But it stopped, short, never to go again
among fiddlers. The Kingston Trio also
When the old man died.
died. The clock immediately started
borrowed the tune by Work and added a
Third Verse
losing time, first a few minutes or so
melodic bridge in a further re-working of
My grandfather said that of those he could hire,
every day, then a minute per hour, then
the original idea of "The Ship That Never
Not a servant so faithful he found;
several minutes an hour.
Returned" and called it "The MTA Song."
For it wasted no time, and had but one desire
Clockmakers were called in to
This song tells the story of a man named
At the close of each week to be wound.
repair the clock, but no matter what
Charley who never returned and was
And
it
kept in its place, not a frown up-on its face,
their level of expertise, it seemed
doomed
to ride the Boston subway nonAnd its hands never hung by its side;
nothing could be done.
stop,
just
going
round and round the system.
But it stopped, short, never to go again
On the day the second Jenkins
This
would
normally be the end of the
When the old man died.
brother passed away, in his ninetieth
story
but,
while
I was researching
Fourth Verse
year, the old clock quit running
information
for
this
article,
I came across a
It rang an alarm in the dead of the night,
completely. It never ran again.
very
interesting
anecdote.
An alarm that for years had been dumb;
Attempts to fix the clock by the new
In Japan, American folk songs are very
And we knew that his spirit was pluming for flight
owner of the George Hotel failed. The
popular in grade schools. They are actually
That his hour of departure had come.
clock, having become somewhat of a Still the clock kept the time, with a soft and muffled taught in music class. A popular Japanese
mysterious landmark in the hotel, was
singer, Ken Hiria, recorded "My
chime, As we silently stood by his side,
left to stand in the comer of the lobby,
But it stopped, short, never to go again
Grandfather's Clock" a few years ago and it
dusted and polished, but silent.
When the, old man died.
went to the top of the charts. He did it in
Sometime during the 1870's, a man,
Japanese and English. I listened to a portion
a songwriter from the States, came to
of the English version and it sounded very good.
stay at the George Hotel. He was told the story of the Jenkins
So, even though this song is over 135 years old, it
brothers and the old clock.
looks like it may survive a while longer.
It inspired him, and when he got back home he wrote a tune
Maybe it's time for an American singer to dust it off and
about the clock and its story. To personalize the lyrics somewhat
revive it again.

The Story of “My Grandfather’s Clock”
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By Mike Schmidt

Special Exhibit
A clock exhibit to celebrate the 300th
anniversary of the death of Thomas Tompion,
England's pre-eminent clock and watchmaker, will be
at the time symposium.
The 2013 NAWCC Time Symposium, “Time
for Everyone: The Origins, Evolution, and Future
of Public Time,” promises to be a horological
educational event of global significance. Not only
will about two dozen speakers of international
renown participate in the proceedings, but a special
exhibition of clocks, watches, and sundials by the
pre-eminent master Thomas Tompion (1639–1713), will be on display.
Several of the pieces, from private collections, have not been seen
publicly for many years. The exhibit, “Majestic Time,” will be displayed in a
custom display cabinet that has been designed and built for this special
exhibit. This “once in a lifetime” exhibit will be displayed at the Pasadena
Hilton Hotel.
Given the large interest this Symposium is generating, I encourage all
members and friends to register early through the website
(www.timeforeveryone.org) both for Symposium participation and for hotel
rooms at the main conference hotel, as I expect the block of reserved rooms (at
a significantly reduced price) at the Pasadena Hilton Hotel to sell out soon.
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The Ventura and Santa Barbara County Chapter 190 is a proud supporter
and host for the 2013 Ward Francillion Time Symposium.
www.timeforeveryone.org
Chapter 190 continues to offer educational opportunities.
Congratulations to instructor Lex Rooker and all of the eleven students who
recently completed the NAWCC Field Suitcase Workshop-FSW 101. The
next workshop offered for this group, or any NAWCC member who has
completed the FSW101, will be a FSW 102 “Time & Strike Spring Barrel
with Rack & Snail Strike.” This 4 day workshop is scheduled for August 30,
2013. The coordinator is John Darby 805-648-2903 email
john@copperfields.biz
Chapter 190 will once again offer our “Introduction to Antique Clock
Collecting & Repair & Maintenance” workshop. This 2 day workshop is open
to members, friends, and the public. The only prerequisite for this workshop is
“Interest & Curiosity” in mechanical clocks. All tools, movements, and
knowledge are supplied. The date for this workshop is September 7th & 8th
2013. For information contact Mike Schmidt, phone 805 988-1764 or e-mail
eaglecreekclocks@msn.com
A Field Suitcase Workshop FSW 200 “Fundamental Skills for Clock
Repair & Lathe Preparation” will be offered. The four day workshop is for
January 24-27, 2014. Ray Marsolek will be the instructor. If you have
questions or interest in this workshop or others that may be offered please
contact me, Mike Schmidt eaglecreekclocks @msn.com
The Sunday morning workshops have been very popular and very well
attended. The workshop this Sunday will begin at 10:30 A.M. It will be led by
George Antinarelli and Ken McWilliams. The opening subject will be “Bulle
and Barr Clocks”. Members are encouraged to bring their clocks. Any subject
or questions on watches and clocks are always welcomed. The coffee will be
on early!
See you at the meeting

Mike Schmidt

Tales From the Bench

balance bridge down. That's why the spacers were
necessary. Did someone fit a staff which was too
long??? Just speculating.

by Ferdinand Geitner

Spare parts anyone?
Often it is the extra things we find when
dismantling a watch or a clock which can point one in

But! Even with the spacers providing
necessary end shake, the very nice amplitude when
dial up dropped sharply when the movement was
turned dial down.. Investigating this phenomenon I
realized the (quite simple) cause of this phenomenon.
The lower balance jewel had been replaced ( jewel
holes often show cracks) with one that was just a little
too small so the pivot did not run in the hole of the
jewel but was sitting just on top of it, reducing the
distance between the jewels, increasing friction and
necessitating the spacers to increase the distance for
some end shake of the balance. Creating a problem
trying to solve another one!

the right direction of
repairing a dysfunctional
watch.
As you can see
from the picture there
where far too many washers and strips of paper (often
used as spacers) under the balance bridge for the watch
to be in original condition. Why where they necessary?
Who put them there and how long was the watch in this
condition.
After dismantling, cleaning, checking the parts
for wear and assembling the watch, it became apparent
that the balance staff locked up when screwing the

JEWEL

AFTER REPAIR

After replacing the lower balance jewel the
end shake was correct (without washers) and the
amplitude was happy dial up and down! One Happy
watch and a Happy customer.

Welcome New Members
Richard Little
from Oxnard

JEWEL
HOLDER

Robert Ingham

from
Anderson Island, Washington

FACES SEEN AT MAY’S MEETING
Photos by Bill Robinson

Ingenuity, The Clockmakers Best Tool
by Ken McWilliams

In clock repair, determining the cause of the
problem is half the battle, correcting the problem is the
other half. Usually, correcting the problem is the easiest
part, but on occasion, the how to accomplish it can be
challenging. Being able to solve problems and respond to
challenges is an absolute must for anyone involved in
clock repair.
I recently ran into a problem with a large double
fusee movement with a crown wheel escapement. The
previous repairman had modified the escapement and
proper adjustment was not possible. The crown wheel had
to be moved about a 10th of an inch on the arbor. Normally
this wouldn't be much of a problem but in this case the
pivot was flushed with the end of the escape wheel. This
left nowhere to push
except on the pivot
itself, which was very
long and fragile. I
thought about drilling a
hole slightly larger than
the diameter of the
pivot in a brass rod and
use that to move the
arbor on the escape
wheel. I rejected that
idea because too many
things could go wrong.
After looking at the arbor and crown wheel
assembly, I decided that I could make a screw jack, and
gently move the crown wheel on the Arbor. (See photos) I
took these photos after I had moved the crown wheel, but
you get the idea.

To make the screw jack, I started with two pieces
of plate steel, 0.75” X 1.0” X 0.125”. I clamped the two
plates together and drilled a 0.089” hole in the center of
both plates. This is slightly larger than the arbor diameter
(Clamping the plates together during the drilling
operations assures perfect alignment) Next, using a #22
drill, I drilled a hole through both plates in line with the

center hole and near the outer edge. The #22 drill allows
for 60% thread for a 10-32 tap. I took one of the plates
and enlarged the two outer holes with a #8 drill to allow
for clearance of the 10-32 screw.
I then milled a 0.125 slot from the edge of the
plate almost to the center of the whole in the middle of
the plate. The slot is larger than the hole to make it easier
to slide it onto the arbor. (This slot could also be made
using a jeweler's saw.) With a 10-32 tap I threaded the
plate with the #22 holes, then inserted a 1 1/2 inch 10-32
steel screw and tightened it.
I put a nut on each screw and then slid the bottom
plate onto the
assembly. The
Jack assembly
was slid onto the
arbor and the nuts
were adjusted
until the top plate
came in contact
with the escape
wheel and the
bottom plate came
into contact with
the pinion. Using
an open end
wrench, I turned
each nut about
quarter of the turn
at a time until the
escape wheel
moved the
distance that I wanted. I was a bit surprised at how easily
I was able to make the adjustment.

I'm going to make another one of these, only this
time, instead of a fixed size hole in the center I'm going
to make a tapered slot. Probably from about 0.05” to
0.150”. I'll be able to use this on various sizes of arbors.

Recently completed FSW F101 workshop

The JULY Chapter 190 Meeting
is July 21, 2013
Sellers may start setting up at 11:30
The Mart is open from 12:00 til 1:15
The Meeting starts at 1:15
“Fusee Clocks”
Bill Robinson will bring a few
examples of clocks from his collection for
Show and Tell. Other members are asked
to bring their fusee clocks to help in the
discussion of what is a true fusee?

Left to right
First Row, Richard Little, Michael Arnoldus, Rodney Baker,
Peter Racette, Instructor Lex Rooker
Second Row, Stephen Marks, Robert Ingham, John Darby,
George Sessions, Bob Hendrix, Phillip Keys, Stephen Watts

Robert Gary has volunteered to edit
the NAWCC archived chapter program
library. He will present a 15 minute edited
program on “Alarm Clocks”. Robert is
seeking constructive input from members
on his editing process.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
The following workshops are scheduled
for 2013:
Introduction to Antique Clock Collecting, Repair &
Maintenance. Sept. 7 & 8. A 2 day, open to the public
Workshop. Prerequisite: Interest & Curiosity in
mechanical clocks. All tools & movements supplied.
Contact Mike Schmidt phone; 805 988-1764
e-mail; eaglecreekclocks@msn.com

This Month’s Mini-Workshop

The first Ch 190, public two day clock workshop

Happy Birthday

At 10:30AM

July

The opening subject will be “Bulle & Barr
Clocks” The workshop will be led by George
Antinarelli and Ken McWilliams. This is a round
table discussion where everyone gets to join in and
learn.
THE WORKSHOPS ARE ALWAYS FREE!

Barb Barnes, Steven Schechter, Mike Schmidt,
Kathi Sheffrey, & Kim St Dennis

If there is a topic that you would like to learn about, just mention it
at the workshop. We are always looking for good topics

August
John Berney, Alan Bloore, Jim Chamberlain,
Bill Frank, Royce Hulsey, Ken McWilliams,
Merl Meach, Ralph Napolitano, & David Potts

CLASSIFIED PAGE
This page is dedicated to advertising for Chapter 190 members. It is, of course, free to members.

SERVICES OFFERED
Jorge Montoya

Complete Watch Service Center

The Tic Toc Shop
Clock
Repairs,
Restorations
& Appraisals.

The Clock Gallery
George Gaglini
Serving Ventura County and More . . .
Expert Repair - Service - Restoration
Grandfather - Wall - Mantel - Marine - Atmos
House Calls - Packing & Moving

Ken McWilliams
(818) 718-8300

805-647-0699 or 805-497-8381
theclockgallery@roadrunner.com

Repair & Restore all American & Swiss
watches.
12 years as a Rolex technician. We maintain a
complete shop with all the latest equipment.
(562) 531-0545 • (562) 688-6171

Pacific Coast Clocks
In business since 1977.
Sales and Restoration of both new and antique
clocks. Repair of all types of mechanical clocks.
Loren Miller proprietor.
4255 E. Main St., No. 15, Ventura, Ca. 93003
(Located in Firehouse Plaza at Main St. and Telephone Rd)
Monday through Saturday 10:00 to 6:00 pm.
Tel. 805-650-8800

FOR SALE
Watch Repair Tools & More!
I will have a huge selection of watch repair
tools and other items from my latest estate
buy at the Chapter 190 meeting.
Dave Coatsworth
dave@daveswatchparts.com

MicroSet Timers
for Clocks and Watches
Precision electronic timing tools for clock and
watch repair with many unique features. Prices
start at $250. Full information is on the website:

www.WatchTimer.com
Mumford Micro Systems
3933 Antone Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93110

(805) 687-5116
“I have 5 Vienna R/A’s, 1 Vienna Regulator single weight (bedroom clock),
and 1 German box clock that need crowns; preferably dark in color
Width:
German Box: 13” • 3 Vienna R/A’s: 13-1/2” to 14”
2 Vienna R/A’s: 16” • 1-wt Vienna Regulator: 17”
I fully realize that crowns do not attach uniformly
and may need some customization to make them fit.”

WANTED
URGENTLY NEEDED, VISIBLE ESCAPEMENT MOVEMENT

French type-platform escapement (no pendulum)
Winding hole spacing of 38.9 mm, (1.53“)
Repairable, other details available on request.
Bob Reichel, welchdoc@yahoo.com Ph: 1-206-364-7374

Ralph Napolitano, e-mail: RalphNapolitano@msn.com
Ph: 805 509-2530

Antique French 2 or 3 dial calendar clocks.
Antique English 2 or 3 gear-train skeleton clock.
Loren Miller, Pacific Coast Clocks
4255 E. Main St., No. 15, Ventura, Ca.
Located in Firehouse Plaza (Main St. & Telephone Rd.)
Tel. 805-650-8800

- Chronometer Hamilton 21 Marine Chronometer in running condition, with
inner box and gimbals; outer box not essential.
Please contact: Giorgio Perissinotto
E-mail: giorgio@spanport.ucsb.edu

The Chapter 190 meetings are held the third
Sunday of each month. (No meeting in December)
We will meet in the Campus Student Center
(CSC) on the Ventura College campus. The CSC is
located in building “B”, east of the gym and
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If Undeliverable return To:
17738 Superior St. Unit 21
Northridge, CA 91325
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